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Prosecuting George Floyd’s Killing: A Timing 
Calculated to Keep the Peace? 
By Joel Cohen  

In his Ethics and Criminal Practice column, Joel Cohen looks at the charges brought against 
the police officers in the George Floyd case. 

he rubble, not merely the dust, has begun to settle. This has never happened before in 
America. Locally maybe, but even the Rodney King riots were nothing like this, even 
within California. Never before have we seen this level of looting and sometimes violent 

confrontation over a police killing (even if at the hand of opportunistic outside agitators, as 
widely reported). It erupted across the major cities in the country, and in the smaller 
communities. And indeed, the price for the Floyd killing and what stemmed from it is clear: 
virtually every American—perhaps a few police union chiefs aside — wanted all four police 
officers immediately charged with crimes for George Floyd’s murder. Nothing short, nothing 
later, would do! 
 
Why? Is it because Americans have finally seen the light of day—that racial intolerance by 
police was simply no longer acceptable? Was it because everyone was so horrified by the 
(obviously) depraved indifference for basic human rights that maximum murder charges were 
essential? Or was it that so many simply feared that if maximum charges weren’t brought, and 
immediately, that the looting (and violence) would continue, along with curfews? And, equally 
important, a fear by many that the police would be unwilling to continue to risk their own 
safety on the streets of America. 
 
This all sounds cynical. Cynical that the arrest of all four police officers for crimes charging 
murder and aiding murder were made to happen so quickly after the eruption began. But Derek 
Chauvin was charged within three days of the murder, and the others (and Chauvin’s charges 
escalated) within nine. Hardly an inordinate period of time for a crime of this magnitude where 
there was no realistic concern that the suspects would take off for Bolivia, or repeat their crime 
given their immediate firing. Was this, then, in response to the Floyd family lawyer’s (easily 
explainable) desire that these charging actions had to be taken before a Floyd memorial set for 
June 4? 
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With a whole nation watching and protesting—multiracial, indeed—any prosecutor with an 
ounce of common sense would be drawn and motivated by the absolute need to “rush” his 
judgment if only to puncture the balloon of dangerous confrontation that was spreading 
nationwide. Indeed, those still grieving over Floyd’s loss viscerally felt that the Hennepin County 
Attorney had dragged his feet when he didn’t charge the four police officers for murder literally 
the morning after. Law enforcement, however, shouldn’t be required to act that way—to 
scamper to charge offenders because street violence will occur if it doesn’t, even though he 
likely required more time “to get it just right.” It’s simply untenable even if, as it appears, that it 
is absolutely proper, indeed righteous, to prosecute them all. 
 
County Attorney Michael Freeman alluded to concerns he was facing regarding at least some 
potential charges when he still had complete responsibility for the case. He presumably tried to 
manage expectations when, at his confrontational press conference, he (oddly) stated that 
some evidence he had obtained was exculpatory and tended to negate any murder charges, 
and more time was necessary. He may have recognized that, while the three police officers 
were hardly innocent bystanders and could easily have intervened to save Floyd’s life, there 
might conceivably be significant legal problems in convicting  at least some of them  for “aiding 
murder.” 
 
The response to Freeman, particularly by the black community in Minneapolis, was swift, and 
fierce. Indeed, Minnesota legislators wrote to Governor Tim Waltz:  “Unfortunately, our 
constituents, especially constituents of color, have lost faith in the ability of … Freeman to fairly 
and impartially investigate and prosecute these cases. Freeman’s press conference on May 
28th, in which he seemed ill-prepared and suggested that there was unseen exculpatory 
evidence that might exonerate the officers, further ruptured this trust.” In response, Governor 
Waltz announced that Attorney General Keith Ellison would take over the case. 
 
And with that, AG Ellison, too, laid out what he called a “dose of reality.” “Prosecuting police 
officers for misconduct, including homicide and murder is very difficult. And if you look at the 
cases that have been in front of the public over the last many years you will see that that is 
true …. We need to make sure we are absolutely prepared. We want to let the pubic know we 
are pursuing justice, we are pursuing trust … we are pursuing accountability.” Wasn’t he right? 
 
Still, Ellison, too, was under the gun, and he knew it. June 4 was coming, and, lest there truly be 
any doubt about it, he knew he needed to charge everyone, and quickly. Yes, Attorney General 
Ellison recognized potential evidentiary difficulties with the case. Nonetheless, he charged all 
four three days after having been assigned it. So, Ellison didn’t really have a choice, even if he 
likely saw problems in his endeavor regarding the legal sufficiency of some of the 
counts. Surely, any grieving family survivor would want everyone prosecuted on maximum 
charges. Nonetheless, neither family members, nor the public nor newspaper editorialists can 
be allowed to dictate the timing of a prosecutor’s charging decisions, no matter how horrible 
the crime in question. 
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The overwhelming response to the viral videotape has led to a rapid and robust prosecutorial 
response. And, of course, the outpouring demand for “Justice for George” may, hopefully, have 
become a turning point for criminal justice reform, especially for black and brown people in 
America. Convictions here will go a long way to that end. 
 
Still, let’s also hope that America never again has to endure what befell it these past weeks in 
order for justice to be pursued. Prosecutors aren’t typically at their best in carrying out their 
vital and sober duties when editorial opinions, public reaction and street protest (sometimes 
gone awry) take a heavy hand that virtually “compels” precisely when critical charging actions 
must be taken. That is, even if the opinion on the street is absolutely right on the merits! 
 
Joel Cohen, a former state and federal prosecutor, practices white collar criminal defense law as 
senior counsel at Stroock & Stroock & Lavan. He is an adjunct professor at both Fordham and 
Cardozo Law Schools and the author of “I Swear: The Meaning of An Oath” (Vandeplas Publ. 
2019). 
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